Sorting by Science
Teacher’s Notes
Did You Know? A Materials Recovery Facility uses
some of the physical properties of materials to
sort and separate your recycling.
A resource that encourages pupils to look at the properties of the materials collected in
their recycling bin and how these are used by the MRF for sorting and separating.
The activity can be done either before or after your visit to Gillmoss Recycling Discovery
Centre.
This Resource Pack contains an activity with Teachers Notes.
Key Facts:
Incorrect items put in a recycling bin are called ‘contamination’.
Contamination and the waste in your normal rubbish bin do not go to landﬁll: they go to an
Energy from Waste facility.
Curriculum Links for these Resources:
●
Design and Technology: Design purposeful, functional, appealing products; evaluate
their
ideas and products against design criteria; explore and use mechanisms
●
Art: Using drawing, painting and sculpture to develop and share ideas
●
Science: Use of Everyday Materials
●
Mathematics: Geometry - Properties of shapes.

Learning Outcome:
I will be able to identify what physical properties of my rubbish are used in
the recovery process and discuss how machines are used to help us recycle.
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Prior to a Visit:
Pupils will use clue cards to predict how a Materials Recovery Facility sorts and separates
the different items collected in the recycling bins.
After a Visit:
Pupils can use the clue cards to deliver a recount on the MRF process and how the different
machines work, linking this to some of the physical properties of the materials of the
recycling.

How to do the Activity Prior to a Visit to Gillmoss Recycling Discovery Centre.

Print out a set of the Sorting by Science Cards (SbS Card), a put these to one side.
To introduce a Materials Recovery Facility to the pupils, watch this video.
https://youtu.be/fgfTQfKRVPY
Get the pupils to write a list of all the different items they put in their recycling bins
at home or print out a set of of the ‘Rubbish Cards’. Alternatively, use (clean and
washed) items collected from home. [It is beneﬁcial to be familiar with what is on the
list of acceptable items for recycling - use this as a guide, linked to the Rubbish
Cards or go to www.recycleright.org.uk and either search for an item or download
the guide].
Using vocabulary relating to the property of materials, pupils describe the items.
Option to use the Word Key (note: words highlighted in purple are the key properties
used in the MRF sorting process).
Give each group their own Sorting by Science Cards. Pupils place items of rubbish
on the cards describing how the piece of equipment will sort or separate. Please
note: some items might go with one or more SbS Card.
Pupils can record their discussions on the worksheet (differentiated). There is one for
doing the activity prior to the visit and one for post visit.

Alternatively take photos of their placement of the rubbish cards and record their
reasons.
Check pupil’s results against the Help Sheet.
How to do the activity after to a Visit to Gillmoss Recycling Discovery Centre.
Extend the above activity by matching the MRF machine/ process (SbS MRf Process
Cards) to the Sorting by Science Card. Check pupil’s results against the Help Sheet
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Rubbish Cards
Recycling List
Check this list to see if you have correctly identiﬁed which of the
items can go in your recycling bin.

Items Accepted for
Recycling
Mixed Recycling Bin
Halton - Blue
Knowsley - Grey
Liverpool - Blue
Sefton - Brown
Wirral - Grey

Aluminium drinks can
Bleach bottle
Cardboard box
Cardboard egg box
Cereal box
Envelope
Food tin
Glass beer bottle
Glass jar
Liquid soap bottle
Magazine
Paper
Paper bag
Perfume bottle
Plastic milk bottle
Plastic pop bottle
Shampoo bottle
Toilet roll tubes

Items that are
Contamination
Cat food pouch
Clothes
Drinking straws
Foil tray
Juice carton
Kitchen roll
Margarine tub
Milk carton
Pizza box
Plastic bag
Plastic chocolate tub
Ready meal tray
Shoes
Sweet wrappers
Take-away coffee cup
Toothpaste tube
Yoghurt pot

Sorting By Science
Word Key

hard

not easily broken or
pierced

soft

not ﬁrm to the touch

squashy

easily crushed or
squeezed

smooth

an even or regular
surface

absorbent

able to soak up liquid

bumpy

uneven or raised
patches

opaque

cannot be seen through

brittle

hard but may break
easily

magnetic

attracted to a magnet

rigid

unable to be bent or
forced out of shape

transparent

can be seen through

ﬂexible

able to bend

waterproof

repels water and liquid

shiny

reﬂects light, smooth
surface

translucent

allowing some light to
pass through

2D

a ﬂat plane ﬁgure

3D

has 3 dimensions

cylindrical

having straight parallel
sides and a circular or
oval cross-section

rectangular

a prism with two
identical, rectangular
bases

weight

how heavy something is

size

how big or small
something is
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Sorting By Science
Help Sheet
MRF machine or
process

Sorting by
Science Card

Items removed
or separated

How it works

Pickers identify large items of
rubbish that is not on the recycling
list and removes this by hand.

The screen acts like a sieve.
Large boxes can’t fall through the
gaps and go over the top of the
screen.

As it falls onto the screen, the glass
smashed into small pieces. The
screen only allows these small
pieces through. The screen acts
like a sieve.
A screen sorts out on size. Smaller
things fall through the gaps. Then
anything that is heavier in weight
drops to the bottom of the second
screen. Light weight items are
dragged to the top.
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Sorting By Science
Help Sheet
MRF machine or
process

Sorting by
Science Card

or

Items removed
or separated

How it works

Flat shaped (2D) materials go up
the sides. Round shaped (3D)
materials fall to the bottom.

Food tins are made of steel. This is
attracted to the magnet.

A special magnet creates a force
ﬁeld around the drink cans (made
of aluminium) which repels them.

A light is shone onto the material. It
is reﬂected and a picture is taken.
Anything that is not wanted is
removed by jets of air.
Pickers check the materials and
remove anything that is not on the
recycling list or has ended up on
the wrong conveyor belt.
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